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CORAL REEF ECOLOGY
Corals are living organisms that live in partnership with a marine algae to get energy from the sun to grow. Reefs provide 
shelter for many small marine organisms such as worms, crabs, sea stars, juvenile fish, molluscs and many more. In turn this 
provides food for bigger animals higher up the food chain including the fish that we depend on for food. Corals also rely on 
fish that eat algae and weeds that smother them and block sunlight.

Corals develop very slowly and can be impacted by many different naturally occurring and human threats such as: 
pollution, sea temperature and excessive sea level rise, coastal run-off, ocean acidification, overfishing and physical damage 
such as storms but also human trampling. Avoid damage to corals when snorkelling following the steps below.

SNORKELLER’S CODE-OF-CONDUCT
•  Do not snorkel alone for your personal safety.

•  Inform staff onshore before snorkelling telling them where you will go and when you will be back.

•  Do not touch coral with hands, fins or any other equipment.

•  Stay horizontal in the water to avoid dropping fins onto coral or any other living organism avoid deep sea grass  
 beds when walking across flats.

•  Never feed marine organisms.

•  Remain quiet without making loud noises.

•  Avoid sudden movements by swimming in a relaxed calm manner.

•  Swim around turtles and not over the top because this will obstruct their surfacing to breathe.

•  Remain calm and still when animals approach you; aggressive animals may be deterred if you stay close to the reef,  
 point fins in their direction, outstretch arms and legs to increase your size.

Alphonse Island is situated on the northwest reef flats that make up Alphonse Atoll and surround a roughly circular lagoon 
(max depth, 13 m). One channel in the southwest of the atoll allows passage into and out of the lagoon to the neighbouring 
islands of Bijoutier and St Francois. Alphonse House Reef extends along much on the southeast facing shoreline. You may 
enter the water and reach the reef at most points along the beach between allowing you to explore the coral reef life 
in your own time. Beware that you will need reef shoes to walk over seagrass and follow the snorkellers code-of-
conduct. Other sites require boat access; please organise a guided trip.
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TAMATAVE  DEPTH: <7 m   ACCESS: Walk out from Tamatave Point.

Expect to see lots of small to medium coral bommies with different species of reef fish congregating around the coral heads, 
especially the lyretail grouper, violet soldierfish, moorish idol and powderblue surgeonfish. Green and hawksbill turtles are a 
very frequent sightings in this area because of the shallower waters and sizeable patches of turtle grass.

HOUSE REEF DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: Walk out from the Dive Centre.

Once you cross a shallow field of turtle grass you will be greeted by the sight of a large coral structure that runs most of the 
way along the shallow drop off – on one side of the coral reef you have a huge bed of sea grass sitting in one-to-two metres 
of water and on the other side you have a sandy bottom down at a depth of five-to-six metres. Even though this little reef 
is right on our doorstep, it does not fail in providing opportunity to sight a giant trevally curiously swimming within arm’s 
reach past you, hawksbill or green turtles and possibly even an Indian lionfish!

OASIS DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: Eight minutes by boat or 20 minutes walk out on low tide.

Relevantly named Oasis as this snorkel site is a vibrant structure of life in the middle of a white sandy desert in the lagoon 
– all different species of marine life assemble around this site ready to be awed at by snorkellers. When the sun is shining, 
and the tides are right Oasis is by far one of our favourite snorkels inside the lagoon. This is because it blesses everyone with 
crystal clear water, visibility of up to 20 m, making it impossible not to be gob smacked at the schooling scissortail sergeants 
and neon fusiliers on the surface or the dash-dot goatfish feeling around in the sand. Keep your eye out for turtles in the 
patches of turtle grass in the shallower areas and stingray upon the sandy seabed!

BLUE ROUNDABOUT  DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: Five minutes by boat.

Given its name because of the way the coral is naturally structured towards the middle of Alphonse Lagoon and forms 
in what resembles a roundabout, Blue Roundabout is home to all different species of reef fish in particular the raccoon 
butterflyfish and the longnose butterflyfish. Thanks to the sandy bottom around these free standing coral structures it is 
common to catch a glimpse at a feathertail ray hiding in the sand or a tawny nurse shark sleeping under an overhang. In 
certain very shallow areas of this reef you will have a good chance of finding pipefish, the elongated cousin to the seahorse.
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CORAL GARDENS PERMIT PLACE

THE MAZE  DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: Five minutes by boat or 15 minutes walk out on low tide.   
If you could be lost in any maze, we promise you this is the maze you want to be lost in! Rows of coral heads separated by 
pathways of white sand and patches of turtle grass with friendly hawksbill turtles having a feed define this site. Royal and 
emperor angelfish gracefully check out every inch of the coral labyrinth and you may find yourself in a pocket of the maze 
surrounded by scissortail sergeants and not wanting to even try and find your way out.

BOHAR BOMMIE  DEPTH: <7 m   ACCESS: Nine minutes by boat.   
Who would have thought that a singular giant coral formation in the middle of a large patch of sand and sea grass outskirts 
would come to be one of our most marvelled at snorkelling sites! As the name suggests, this coral bommie has been 
completely taken over by hundreds of schooling bohar snapper that form a blanket on top and all around the structure. 
Also commonly sighted here in the sand are whiptail rays and porcupine rays as well as peacock groupers and red soldier 
fish hiding out in the coral. Occasionally you will see Indo-Pacific permit, neon fusiliers and bluefin trevally amongst the 
throng of bohar.

CORAL GARDENS  DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: 11 minutes by boat.

This snorkel site can be found right at the mouth of the channel, causing it to have waves breaking on either side – yet on 
a pushing tide this is by far one of the most spectacular snorkelling spots found on Alphonse Atoll. This is all thanks to the 
different sized coral heads protruding from the sandy bottom allowing massive schools of bluelined snapper and humpback 
snapper to hangout in the little nooks and crannies between each coral head and crocodile needlefish and cornetfish that 
reside in the nearby turtle grass. Coral Gardens is blessed with unbelievable coral coverage throughout the entire snorkelling 
site which gives homes to different species of parrotfish, butterflyfish, angelfish, grouper, surgeonfish and soldierfish.

PERMIT PLACE  DEPTH: <6 m   ACCESS: 10 minutes by boat.   
A fisherman’s favourite snorkelling spot and it is all because of the trophy fish on Alphonse Island. The Indo-Pacific permit. 
Permit Place is home to two large coral structures with a flat sandy bottom, the stretch of white sand between the two 
coral formations hosts up to 40 permit at a time. The golden fins of these placid animals captivate snorkellers as they swim 
right past. If that is enough to get you excited you will also see school of large black snapper and orcibular batfish at this 
top spot. Permit Place is also home to species of pufferfish, groupers and soldierfish.
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THE CHANNEL DRIFT  DEPTH: <1–12 m   ACCESS: 11 minutes by boat.   
The Channel Drift is made up of five different spots – Coral Gardens, ‘Barry’ the barracuda, Triggerfish Nests, Permit Place 
and Bohar Bommie. On a pushing tide, this snorkel can leave people in absolute amazement. Jumping in at Coral Gardens 
and drifting with the current as it gently pushes you over all the schools of humpback and bluelined snapper, then hitting a 
field of turtle grass keeping your eye out for the resident barracuda who tends to hide out in the sandy patches throughout 
the green bottom, just after you have caught a glimpse of a turtle or two you will start to notice a large stretch of sand 
–this is your cue! Turn right onto the sandy strip and allow the current to sweep you over all the yellow margin triggerfish 
nests (ideal time is around full moon or new moon as it is when the triggerfish are in their prime nesting stage!). Once 
you have past all the naturally made bowls in the sand, you will start to notice that the vibrant corals are beginning to 
reappear, amongst these you can spot emperor angelfish and oriental sweetlips showing off their vivid colours. Eventually, 
the smaller patches of colourful corals will turn into large coral structures… you are now at Permit Place – you will 
probably start to wonder if you have hit the right spot, then as you go over the first coral formation all your doubts will 
surrender when you see the bright golden fins of the Indo-Pacific permit elegantly swimming around in schools of up to 
40. The current will then continue to drift you through Permit Place for a spectacular ending at Bohar Bommie – where 
bohar snapper rule the giant protruding coral head in the middle of a sandy patch. This can be the snorkel of a lifetime.

OUTER REEF

Snorkel Sites

TURTLE PARADE

TURTLE PARADE  DEPTH: <4–12 m   ACCESS: 15 minutes by boat.
Never has there been a snorkel at Turtle Parade where we have failed to see turtles! This slightly deeper snorkel on the 
outside of west Alphonse is home to a turtle cleaning station, making it a spectacular spot for turtle lovers to marvel at  
the thousands of tiny fish congregating around, waiting to feed on the next turtle needing to be cleaned.  Also commonly 
found on the sloping plateau of Turtle Parade are spotted eagle ray, schools of bluefin trevally and, of course, the sizeable 
napoleon wrasse. Venture into the shallows as Turtle Parade and you will see impressive cuts and crevices in the coral 
platform. Those who duck dive down are able to navigate under arches and through small caves coming face to face with 
endless species of reef fish.
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GALAWA  DEPTH: <4–10 m   ACCESS: 20 minutes by boat.

The most northerly snorkelling site on the west of Alphonse is home to an amazing drop-off which gives an opportunity 
to spot pelagic fish including dogtooth tuna and greater barracuda as well as the potential to see shark species such as 
the silvertip, whitetip, bull or maybe even a hammerhead shark. With Galawa being right next door to Turtle Parade often 
you get both green and hawksbill turtles venturing towards the north for a change of scenery. Oriental sweetlips, orbicular 
batfish, moray eels and unicornfish are also usually seen here along the gentle sloping plateau.

EAGLE NEST  DEPTH: <3–10 m   ACCESS: 25 minutes by boat.

Named because of the frequent sightings of the spotted eagle ray, this snorkelling spot is perfect for those who are after 
both reef fish and the bigger stuff including giant moray eels, giant sweetlips and other stingray like the white-tail or 
porcupine. Schools of bluestreak fusilier lingers in abundance above the coral heads and you can commonly see bluefin 
trevally charging into their shimmering shoal. Due to the crevices in the coral covered plateau of Eagle Nest it is common 
to find sleeping tawny nurse sharks and large groupers hiding away. A Blue Safari favourite is the netfin grouper which can 
be found in a writhing pack on the plateau or hanging down the drop-off.

ARCADE  DEPTH: <3–8 m   ACCESS: 15 minutes by boat.

We can guarantee that you are going to be overwhelmed with the abundance of marine life found on the east of Alphonse, 
especially at Arcade. Massive schools of bluelined snapper, yellowdot emperor and humpback snapper fill all the cracks 
between the coral heads, with giant sweetlips or oriental sweetlips frequently making an appearance. Toward the northern 
end of this spot you may stray into the triggerfish nesting ground so expect to see yellowmargin triggerfish in action. Do 
not forget to keep an eye out for a turtle peeping out from underneath a coral bommie and of course, a napoleon wrasse 
might come for a visit closer to the drop-off!

BAZINGA  DEPTH: <4–10 m   ACCESS: 12 minutes by boat.

Situated just outside the channel mouth, Bazinga is the closest of the outer reef snorkel spots but in no way is it inferior. 
With its proximity to the channel you can expect to see a lot of action from schools of black snapper, napoleon wrasse, 
grey reef shark and even milkfish as you swim the drop-off. This is the deeper part of the dive sites but shallower on the 
plateau you will see numerous species of pufferfish, turtles and maybe even octopus. This snorkel culminates at the Bazinga 
spot where you will glide over dense schools of bluelined snapper that carpet the reef below and bluestreak fusilier that 
take over the upper water column.
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MANTAM  DEPTH: <3–7 m   ACCESS: 25 minutes by boat.
In the shallows at Mantam you will see incredible structure in the coral rock platform with cracks and crevices sheltering 
large Camouflage and White-blotched grouper and oriental sweetlips. The range of species is a little different at this snorkel 
spot which is the farthest away from home and is the best place to find the orangespine unicornfish as well as get close 
to octopus  or even nudibranch. As the site gets deeper turtle grass and sand patches take over and you may see the 
pink whipray. In season reef manta ray can be seen feeding making this a perfect place to spend time with these graceful 
creatures.

BACK ROW   DEPTH: <3–80 m   ACCESS: 15 minutes by boat.
Situated behind the raised reef of the Theatre, Back Row adjoins to the flats of Bijoutier and the deep bar that connects it 
to St Francois. Here you get a great mix of open ocean and lagoon marine life. The turtle filled shallow seagrass patches 
rapidly turn into the hard coral platform which subsequently drops from just four metres to 20 m. Humpback snapper 
parade the wall in great numbers and fish diversity and abundance are generally outstanding. With luck you may spot 
sicklefin lemon and tawny nurse sharks that often pop out of the lagoon to investigate the reef.

GROOVES  DEPTH: <3–10 m   ACCESS: 15 minutes by boat.
Huge spur-and-groove coral structures jut out from the platform giving this site its name. Atop the coral spurs fish life 
swarms including anthias, bluestreak fusilier and vampire triggerfish. In the sandy grooves you can expect to see oriental 
and giant sweetlips sheltering from any current. White-tip reef shark, among others, like to cruise the upper plateau so keep 
a good look out. At Grooves, coral cover is plentiful and this is a top spot to see healthy acropora and pocillopora colonies.

ARINA  DEPTH: <8–12 m   ACCESS: 20 minutes by boat.
Despite this spot being a scuba diving site, Arina is known to have amazing water clarity allowing snorkellers to marvel at 
the large schools of bohar snapper and humpback snapper from above. The benefit of this snorkel site is that you have the 
chance to see just how abundant the marine life is because you can see it all by just floating on top of the coral heads. The 
group of sizeable coral heads that make up Arina are close together on a flat sandy bed allowing species of ray to be found 
tucked under the sand and fusiliers littering the entire open area.

GOD’S AQUARIUM  DEPTH: <2–5 m   ACCESS: 15 minutes by boat.
God’s Aquarium is absolutely beautiful for its diversity in marine habitats and marine life. Here you really do not know 
what to expect; the coverage on the ocean floor is so unique it leaves everyone speechless. Often you will find a hawksbill 
turtle eating from a small patch of dark green turtle grass located right next to a healthy coral head surrounded by maypole 
butterflyfish, blue-green chromis, huge orbicular batfish and bright red soldierfish. This is a Blue Safari hotspot to see the 
lined surgeonfish which is less common in the rest of the atoll. As you move to the deeper areas you can often see pink 
whipray or porcuping ray resting in the sand or a spotted eagle ray glide by.
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